
SPRING/SUMMER 2018

P O W E R  

P A I R S
The season's most coveted styles 

 and prints team up with must have 

bags. 

On model: Ikat short 

tunic in red and 

Arrecife clutch in blue.



Model is wearing 

our Noemie 

Embroidered maxi 

dress. 



Model is wearing 

our Noemie 

Embroidered midi 

dress.



BASIC BET 

On model: Suri eyelet 

top and Sierra crochet 

shorts



Our best selling 

Mumbai 

embellished bag is 

paired with our new 

Alessandra Maxi 

dress. 



Our Alessia off the 

shoulder dress in 

cotton/silk, styled 

with our Mochila

bucket Bag. 



On model: Keira

short dress and Illa

clutch in turquoise.



Our carry all Deka 

Tote in turquoise is 

paired with our new 

Maeve Floral dress.



On Model: Indiana 

short dress. 

.



Meet the new every 

day favorite, the NIna 

Off the shoulder 

dress.  

.



On model: 

Nora off the shoulder 

dress and Majorca

clutch. 

.



Model is wearing our

Sabina off the 

shoulder dress 

and Arrecife clutch in 

yellow with our Wayuu 

hat. 

.



On model: 

Camelia short kaftan. 

Also available in long 

version. 

.



BOTANICAL BEAUTY 

Our beautiful new 

Rochelle Flower dress



Model is wearing our

Portia Palms dress

and our Naina

Embellished tote.



 In love with our

Laurel leaf dress and

Peacock clutch. 



MADE WITH LOVE

Our Wayuu hat in

black goes great

with our Hola raffia

clutch and our

Delphine cold

shoulder dress. 



Modeli is wearing our

Amaia one shoulder

top, our Azure skirt

and our Illa clutch in

camel. 



BRIGHT PLAINS 

Match our Curacao 

clutch with our new 

Savannah eyelet 

dress, adorned with 

fringe. 



Pair our Evil Eye 

raffia tote with our 

new Samara Long 

tunic.



On model: Francesca

cotton dress and 

Ibiza Tassel tote in 

black.



IT GIRL VIBES 

Get the new cool with 

our Angelie High- Low 

skirt. Also available in 

peach/green and 

turquoise/gold.



Model is wearing our

Madina printed dress 

and our Galapagos 

round basket in pink.



Model is wearing our

Ileana dress. Also 

available in 

white/turquoise and 

aqua/gold.



On model: Sahara Maxi 

dress and Tambor 

Flower Bag. 



On model: Ave tunic and 

Majorca clutch.



On model: Wayuu hat, 

Veranda dress and Bali 

tiger clutch. 



BOLD MOVES 

our Long Ikat tunic in 

turquoise matches 

perfectly with our 

Galapagos Round 

basket in natural. 



Model is wearing our

Long Ikat tunic in grey 

and our Mochila bucket 

bag in orange.



GUADALUPE DESIGN

2936 Virginia St. Miami, FL 33133 

 

info@guadalupedesign.com 

www.guadalupedesign.com

On model: Long Ikat 

tunic in beige and 

our Kania Evil eye bag.


